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For many years, “Old England Tours” have been
organizing and accompanying American antique
dealers and collectors on buying trips to England.
Just a few years ago, I would not have dared to suggest
buying antiques in America and shipping them back
to England and central Europe would be probable or
profitable.
Recently, the pendulum has swung and we are finding
more English and European dealers searching the
American markets for hidden bargains and finding
them.
To reciprocate our English buying tours, we have
combined our 20 years travel and antiquing
experiences to produce “Antique Buying Tours” to
America.
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massive West Palm Beach antique show, antiquing in
some unusual and beautiful places in between.
Our tours will include a personal welcome at either
Atlanta or Orlando airport with coach travel
throughout the tour. Hotel accommodations will
include continental breakfast and evening dinner each
day (no single person supplement if traveling alone),
all entry fees and admissions to the fairs, shows and
historic sites visited on our itinerary. Boxes, bubble
wrap, tape and shipping labels will be supplied.
Merchandise will be collected and transported to our
warehouse in North Florida.
USA to UK Shipping to business or home can
be arranged.

Our Georgia and Florida “Antique Buying
Tour” Commences antiquing on the outskirts of the
metropolitan area of Atlanta in the heart of Georgia.
We travel to the historic districts of Savannah, Macon
and the ancient city of St Augustine Florida,
antiquing all the interesting and historic places in
between.

To offer you more flexibility in air transport, return
airfare from the UK or Europe to Atlanta or Orlando
is not included in our tour price. We find many people
have accumulated sufficient travel miles or wish to
extend or combine our tours with other business or
pleasure visits. We would be most willing to assist with
flights, travel insurance or other activities before or
after our tour, if required.

Our Florida “Antique Buying Tour” commences
in Orlando and quickly moves up to antiquing in St.
Augustine Florida, Savannah Georgia and to the

Please visit our website, call or email to
request our brochure with itinerary and
tariffs.
Regards, Mike and June Pennington

OLD ENGLAND TOURS
325 State Road 16
Saint Augustine, Florida U.S.A
32084

Tel No from UK
(001)-904-824-9394
US Eastern time
E-mail antique@aug.com

www.oldenglandtours.com
www.antique-mkt.com
UK contact representatives
Richard and Leslie Baldwin
01636-605268

